
IN THE HAMILTON COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT. 
 
CHRIS ANDERSON   ] 
      ] 

Plaintiff,    ]  
      ] 
vs.      ] Docket No:______________ 
      ]  
HAMILTON COUNTY ELECTION  ] 
COMMISSION, CHARLIE   ] 
WYSONG     ] 
      ] 
      ] 
      ] 

Defendants.    ] 
 
COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AND FOR A DECLARATION 

OF RIGHTS 
 

Comes now, Chris Anderson, and for his verified complaint for declaratory 

and injunctive relief (complaint) and states as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Councilman Anderson begs this court for a declaration of rights of the 

respective parties regarding the legitimacy of the Election Commission’s actions, 

the approval of the petition for recall of Councilman Chris Anderson, and the 

constitutionality of approving the recall petition which is a pretext for removing an 

office holder for discriminatory purposes and an order for temporary and 

permanent injunctive relief from the Hamilton County Election Commission 

(“Commission”) decision to allow a recall petition to move forward contrary to the 

laws of this state and the Constitution of the United States. The Hamilton County 



Election Commission acted contrary to the laws of this state when it conducted 

business regarding a recall petition and effort with a discriminatory purpose; The 

Commission further erred when it approved a recall petition that was not in proper 

form, unconstitutionally discriminatory, and relied on an unconstitutionally vague 

statutory scheme. Moreover, the Election Commission improperly relied on the 

actions of the State of Tennessee and the Tennessee Election Commission’s 

approval of the petition which is also improper as described herein.  The Election 

Commission is charged with the duty of insuring a fair and open election for the 

voters of Hamilton County Tennessee and is charged with taking the necessary 

actions to insure fair and open elections take place. The Election Commission has 

an attorney that gives it advise as the the legalities of its actions.  Reliance on State 

Election officials and taking the position that it is a ministerial body governing 

elections does not comport with the Election Commission’s legal duties to insure 

fair, open and legal elections. In this instance the Election Commission was 

presented with evidence that the recall is for a discriminatory purpose and by 

approving the petition presented to it under the factual circumstances of this claim 

the Commission undertook an official governmental or state action in sanctioning a 

ballot initiative based upon a discriminatory purpose. 

 

 



FACTS 

2. Chris Anderson is a citizen of the city of Chattanooga and has exercised 

his right to vote pursuant to Tennessee law in the City elections for the mayor and 

City Council of Chattanooga Tennessee. He is duly elected to represent District 7 

of Chattanooga. He was elected less than one year ago and has served 

approximately nine months of his four year term. Since that time he has occupied 

the position of City Council and has duly exercised the duties of his office 

performing the functions of the office as required by law.  At no time has 

Anderson been accused of or committed any action constituting misfeasance or 

malfeasance of office.  

3. On January 24, 2014, a group of citizens led by local members of the Tea 

Party filed a recall petition with the Hamilton County Election Commission. See 

“First Recall Petition” appended as Exhibit 1. The organizer’s statements made it 

clear that they did not approve of Councilman Anderson’s sexuality a few days 

later. See, e.g., Embattled Chattanooga Councilman Chris Anderson starts 

campaign to keep post” Chattanooga Times Free Press, February 1, 2014 (“Mr. 

Anderson never said anything whatsoever about pushing for sodomite benefits, and 

that's just how I'm going to put it.”).  

4. The petition listed the Citizens for Governmental Transparency and 

Accountability (Tea Party) as the contact for any questions and receiver of 



completed petitions. The leaders at the filing press conference were known 

members of the Tea Party and included Charlie Wysong, a leader of the recall and 

non-resident of District 7. Subsequent news coverage also identified the Tea Party 

and Wysong, in particular, as the driving forces behind the recall. See id.  

3. The Hamilton County Election Commission is the currently serving 

election commission for Hamilton County Tennessee, appointed pursuant to 

Tennessee Code Annotated 2-12-101. It is charged with the task of reviewing 

petitions for recall of election officials. See TCA 2-12-151, et seq. . . The 

Commission tabled the petition at the first opportunity and delayed a vote until 

February 13, 2014.  

4. On February 6, 2014, a new petition was filed with the Commission 

which removed references to the Citizens for Government Accountability and 

Transparency. See “Second Petition” appended as Exhibit 2. The new petition 

references an internet domain name purchased by a member of Citizens for 

Government Accountability and Transparency, Matthew Wysong. See, “Who Is 

domain registration” appended as Exhibit 3. Matthew Wysong is the son of Charlie 

Wysong, Tea Party leader and outspoken leader of the recall effort. Neither 

Wysong lives in District 7.5. Charlie Wysong, an outspoken opponent of 

Councilman Anderson on the issue of his sexual orientation, continues to lead the 

recall and is responsible for organizing and moving the recall forward.  



5. The Commission met on February 13, approved the recall petition. 

Councilman Anderson filed this action challenging the legitimacy and legality of 

that decision. Anderson challenges the form of the petition and the decision of the 

Election Commission to allow the recall to move forward under the factual 

circumstances as the recall has a primary purpose of recalling Anderson for his 

sexual orientation and for his passing Chattanooga’s Domestic Partner Ordinance, 

which has been criticized by Wysong and others for giving same sex couples 

benefits under the law. The Domestic Partner Ordinance was placed on the ballot 

due to the efforts, in part, of Wysong who has an agenda that is against same sex 

couples.  The efforts related to that ordinance are tainted with a discriminatory 

purpose as are the efforts led by Wysong in recalling Councilman Anderson. 

6. Present at the February 13, 2014 Commission meeting was Charlie 

Wysong, the leader of the recall and a non-resident of the District.  Wysong was 

also involved with the efforts to place the issue of the Domestic Partner benefits on 

the August ballot. By pushing the petition drive for that issue in local 

neighborhoods and churches in the Chattanooga community for the purpose of 

repealing the ordinance because it gives same sex couples benefits. Moreover, 

Wysong is actively engaged in managing and pushing the Anderson recall because 

Anderson voted for the Domestic Partner ordinance giving same sex couples 

benefits and because Anderson is gay. At the time of its meeting, the Commission 



members were aware of the factual circumstances arising from this recall.  

Commission members commented on the true nature of the recall and commented 

on Wysong’s manipulation of the recall efforts for a discriminatory purpose.  

Therefore, the Commission at the time the petition was approved was aware that 

Wysong, the leader of the recall, was actively manipulating the recall for a 

discriminatory purpose. 

7.  During the meeting Wysong participated by making comments on the 

recall, the timing of the recall and signatures to be obtained on the recall petition. 

8.  Wysong has a long anti LBGT history.  He has actively made comments 

against Councilman Anderson because the Councilman is openly gay. 

9.  Daniel Wysong has also participated in the anti LBGT commentary and 

the comments against Councilman Anderson because he is openly gay. 

10. Wysong and his son Daniel have repeatedly condemned Councilman 

Anderson.  As reported by the Chattanooga Times Free Press “a Chattanooga man 

and his son were ordered to sit down during a City Council meeting after they 

referred to gay rights as sodomy and called a councilman's plans for same-sex 

benefits "evil and wicked." ‘If this council entertains the evil, wicked ideas of 

Chris Anderson ...,’ local preacher and activist Charlie Wysong began Tuesday 

night.” Councilman Anderson alleges that Wysong’s involvement in the Anderson 

recall is for the purpose of removing Anderson for a discriminatory purpose. 



11.  Both Wysong and his son have appeared at City Council to protest 

Councilman Anderson’s legislation on same sex partners but have diverted 

attention away from discussion of that legislation to attacking gay rights and 

“spewing out numbers on pedophiles and AIDS.” Thereafter, both have been 

involved with the recall effort as described herein. 

12. Wysong actively participated in the meeting on February 13, 2014 

seeking approval of the recall petition. He actively participated regarding the time 

of the recall, indicating to the Commission that he would push the recall petitions 

to insure that the Anderson recall question is on the August ballot. 

13.  Wysong is an active participant in the recall and is leading the recall 

effort.  He is advising other recall participants and is misguiding them so as to 

create a pretext for the recall to hide the true intentions of the recall, to remove 

Councilman Anderson because he is gay and because he is pushing a gay agenda. 

Wysong and his son have cooperated to acquire the RecallAnderson.com domain. 

They have also orchestrated the creation of a Facebook page and are active 

participants in the efforts to recall Councilman Anderson. 

14.  Mahmood Abdullah is a leader of the recall.  He is assisting Wysong 

and others in the effort to recall Councilman Anderson. 

15.  Mahmood Abdullah has publicly stated the reason for the recall and is 

quoted as stating on January 12, 2014 "He doesn't represent what the people want," 



said Mahmood Abdullah, owner of Southside Market. "His only goal is to boost 

homosexuality." 

16.  The actions of Wysong, Adbullah and others are designed to remove 

Anderson because he is gay. Wysong, Abdullah and others have actively engaged 

in creating pretexual reasons for the recall, the most recent occurring on the 13th of 

February where Wysong orchestrated the release of an open letter stating: 

The recall group released this "OPEN LETTER TO: Mayor Andy Berke and Members of the Chattanooga 

City Council." 

It says:  

The Alton Park and Piney Woods Associations along with pastors from the Community and residents of 

East Lake and St. Elmo have found it necessary to recall Councilman Chris Anderson.  

Whereas, this was a very painful decision to make, we have found it necessary due to several reasons. 

1. Councilman Chris Anderson has failed to respond to more than 48 phone calls. 

2. Chris Anderson has failed to meet his obligations and has neglected the most distressed area of 

District 7. The Black residents that make up the majority of his district have been very neglected and 

poorly represented. When he ran for office, he promised the people in District 7 that he would not be a 

repeat of Manny Rico and that the Community would have leadership that would finally bring help to 

our Community.  

We told him that we would support him, but we would not tolerate another year of neglect from any of 

our leaders, but if he did not hold to his words that we would recall him. 

3. Chris Anderson has not fulfilled his promise to the people and has not addressed any of our 

community concerns: (1) Housing, (2) Economic development, (3) Jobs, (4) Reduction in crime. 

Mr. Anderson instead has appeased those who apparently funded his campaign and has catered to 

special interest groups while neglecting his constituents.  



4. Chris Anderson has repeatedly shown disrespect toward the Community Leaders in Alton Park and 

Piney Woods and has publically humiliated them by making such statements as: “I don’t have to meet 

with you,” and “I can’t undo years of neglect from my predecessors and it’s not my problem.” He has 

also referred to our leaders as being “uncivil,” “uneducated,” and referring to the people who live in 

our district as “those people.” 

5. We find it strange that Chris Anderson has always brought a witness to our meetings, and two of 

our meetings had to be forced upon him by the intervention of Councilman Moses Freeman. 

Mr. Anderson was so disrespectful of our Community that he brought Neighborhood Presidents of 

other Neighborhood Associations to sit in our private meetings without our approval. We will not 

tolerate this form of bigotry. Chris Anderson has shown that he does not respect us and because    of 

his actions, it has caused us not to trust him. 

6. Chris Anderson has failed to show genuine support for Community Projects. He has repeatedly 

stated that our Community does not have the capacity while ignoring the number of experts within our 

Community. 

7. The people of our Community have lost Community trust in Chris Anderson based upon his lack of 

communication, disrespect of our leaders, and his display of arrogance and lack of care or concern 

about the many children and adults dying on our streets. Instead he fights for the rights for chickens 

to be raised in his backyard and domestic partnership benefits, neither of which were mentioned as his 

platform. 

8. Whereas, we realize that Chris Anderson’s predecessors were just as negligent as he is, we the 

people will not tolerate another year and another leader mistreating our people and showing signs of 

prejudice and disregard for our people who are suffering daily and whose leader has not addressed 

one single issue he promised that he would.  

This Petition was started by a collaborative effort from the residents across District 7. We requested 

assistance from some members from the Tea Party in drafting the Recall Petition correctly. After we 

contacted them, and once they learned that we had no legal support or experience in doing a Recall 

Petition, they helped us. To our knowledge, this was the first time someone has reached out to our 

Community to help us and then followed through and kept their word. 

Finally, we are demanding that the City government give this Community their fair share of funding 

from federal and taxpayers’ dollars that we are entitled to. We are requesting a full investigation on 

the past 25 years of funds allocated to this Community. 

Gill Schropshire 



President 

 The letter was created to hide the true motivation behind the recall and is a 

pretext for the recall. Wysong is actively manipulating Gil Shropshire to create a 

pretext for recalling Anderson, as the release of this open letter after the February 

13, 2014 Commission meeting shows. Since the inception of the recall the leaders 

of the recall have taken every effort possible to create a pretext for the true purpose 

of the recall, to recall Councilman Anderson because he is gay. 

 17.  Since the time of the approval of the Recall Petition by the Commission 

growing commentary has been surfacing from local and church leaders.  Wysong, 

and the recall movement, have been engaging churches in making comments on 

the recall, its purpose, and Councilman Anderson.  Churches have been making 

political public statements regarding the recall despite bans on such activities for 

any organization that has a 501(3)(c) status.  Exhibit 4 contains further evidence of 

church involvement in a purely political activity and in the recall effort.  

Additionally, Exhibit 4 contains commentary supporting Councilman Anderson’s 

allegations that the recall is designed to recall Councilman Anderson because he is 

gay. 

 18.  As Exhibit 4 shows Pastor George Clay, the pastor of New Beginnings 

Church of East Brainerd is making commentary regarding Councilman Anderson 

stating “’He’s openly admitted that he’s homosexual and that’s fine with me.  I’m 



not here to choose his lifestyle.’ However, he said, ‘It’s a bad example for children, 

not only in the 7th District but all over the City of Chattanooga.’ Pastor Clay said, 

‘whatever is an abomination to God is an abomination to me.  We’re going to have 

to take a stand…’” Moreover, as Exhibit 4 demonstrates Councilman Anderson is 

being singled out by impermissible activity in churches in promoting the recall and 

sending a message that Anderson should be removed because leaders like Gary 

Hickman, a founder of marriage ministry program called Covenant Keypers 

believes that Councilman Anderson should be removed because he is gay.  

Hickman states “our position is that marriage is between a man and woman…and 

[w]e uphold godly marriage…Mr. Anderson is very bold and has let us know 

where he stands. We feel like the church has to take a bold stance as well.” 

 19 Councilman Anderson alleges the New Beginnings Church of East 

Brainerd is not within District 7. Moreover, Councilman Anderson alleges that 

Wysong and others, as leaders of the recall are impermissibly engaging Churches 

outside of his district in an effort to remove him from office because he is gay and 

an “abomination of God.”  Such activity, if any of the Churches are 501(c)(3) tax 

exempt organizations is impermissible.  Additionally, Exhibit 4 clearly shows the 

message the recall effort, led by Wysong, is trying to deliver throughout the 

community both in and out of District 7. Councilman Anderson should be recalled 

as an “abomination of god.” 



 20.  On February 13, 2014 the Hamilton County Election Commission 

approved the petition with the process of the recall moving forward.  Said approval 

is for an election process that is primarily motivated by a discriminatory purpose as 

alleged herein. The Commission stated it was a ministerial body and if the State 

Election Commission provided its approval then the Commission has no choice but 

to approve the petition.  

 21.  District 7 has approximately 10000 registered voters.  Of those voter 5 

showed for the Commission meeting.  Of these voters two of them have made 

public comments that are discriminatory in nature and show the true motive of the 

recall effort, to remove the first openly gay elected official from office. Also 

present at the Commission hearing was George Goss who has accused Anderson of 

pushing for sodomite benefits.  Goss stated  

“"Mr. Anderson never said anything whatsoever about 
pushing for sodomite benefits, and that's just how I'm 
going to put it. He never said anything about that when 
he was running to get elected," George Goss, 
Chattanooga Times Free Press, February 1, 2014.  

 

 22.  Councilman Anderson, at the time of the filing of this complaint has 

served approximately 10 months in office.  During that time Councilman Anderson 

has met with members of his community, including the Alton Park residents who 

are being used to create a pretext for the recall. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 



23. Councilman Anderson asserts that the Hamilton County Circuit Court 

has jurisdiction pursuant to Tennessee Code Annotated 27-9-101 et. seq. he has 

standing to sue in accordance with Tennessee Code Annotated 27-9-101. As such, 

Anderson states that he is an aggrieved party due to the actions of the Hamilton 

County Election Commission certifying the petition to recall Councilman 

Anderson from the office to which we was duly elected. He asserts that his 

standing is based upon the statutory right to file this complaint to seek review of 

the decision of the Hamilton County Election Commission and that this court is 

given concurrent jurisdiction over the issues surrounding the decision of the 

Hamilton County Election Commission pursuant to Tennessee Code Annotated 27-

9-103. Moreover, Councilman Anderson will suffer irreparable harm if the recall 

moves forward as the Commission’s approval and anticipated action on the recall 

permits a recall to move forward for a discriminatory purpose denying Councilman 

Anderson his rights under the United States and Tennessee Constitutions. 

Anderson asserts that the Election Commission’s approval of the recall constitutes 

state action of approving a recall process that has a discriminatory purpose and is, 

therefore, an illegal and unconstitutional action under the law.  Councilman 

Anderson also asserts that Wysong has undertaken to lead the recall for the 

purpose of placing a vague and ambiguous question on the ballot as a pretext for 

hiding the true discriminatory purpose behind the recall. Anderson asserts that 



Wysong is knowingly using the recall process to discriminate against Anderson 

due to his sexual orientation. Therefore, based upon the allegations and factual 

circumstances presented in this Complaint Anderson alleges he has suffered 

irreparable harm. 

ALLEGATIONS  

 24. Councilman Anderson begs this court to grant temporary and permanent 

injunctive relief because of the improper form of the petition, and because the 

recall effort is unconstitutional directly violating Anderson’s constitutional rights 

under the United States and Tennessee Constitutions as the recall is an 

impermissible use of a state sanctioned action for the purpose of removing an 

officeholder from a duly elected position for discriminatory purposes.  

25.Councilman Anderson asserts that the decision of the Hamilton County 

Election Commission will adversely impact him as an officeholder and taxpayer 

and citizen of Chattanooga due to his potentially facing a petition drive, recall 

election, and new election less than a year after being elected, the increased costs 

of conducting an election and due to the possibility that the election will be 

challenged in subsequent legal challenges that will increase the cost to the taxpayer 

for electing another Councilmember to the Office of City Council for the City of 

Chattanooga which he currently occupies. Additionally, his right to have 

representation in government is adversely affected particularly if an election is 



conducted, subsequently challenged, and subsequently set aside. Finally, he asserts 

that the actions of the Election Commission are in contravention to the law as 

outlined in this complaint. 

Tennessee law provides:   

(b) Before a petition may be circulated, at least one (1) 

registered voter of the city or county shall file with the 

county election commission: 

   (1) The proper form of the petition; and 

   (2) The text of the question posed in the petition. 

(c) The county election commission shall certify whether 

the petition is in proper form within thirty (30) days after 

the filing of the documentation required by subsection 

(b).  

TCA 2-5-151. 

26. The statute granted the Commission discretion to determine “whether the 

petition is in proper form” and the Commission failed to properly do that. This 

court should grant temporary and permanent injunctive relief by striking down the 

Commission’s decision to approve the recall petition because, 1) the Commission’s 

action was illegitimate because the Commission’s action was illegal because the 

recall petition is not in proper form and it is an unconstitutional use of state 



sanctioned action, a recall election and approval of recall petition,  to further a 

discriminatory purpose. Moreover, the. Commission is charged with the duty of 

insuring fair and open elections. The approval of the petition is a breach of that 

duty as the petition is clouded in discrimination. 

I. The Election Commission’s determination is illegal because the recall 
petition is not in proper form and it is unconstitutional  

27. The Tennessee recall statutory scheme gives the Commission the 

discretion to deny petitions “not in proper form.” TCA 2-5-151. “Proper form” is 

not defined anywhere in the statute. See Id. It thus left to the discretion of the 

Commission. However, it must be that the Commission can and should deny 

petitions that are patently illegal. Here, the Commission made the incorrect 

determination because the petition is “not in proper form” because it is vague, 

pushed by outside interests, and lacked sufficient notice. Moreover, the 

Commission’s determination is wrong because the petition is an unconstitutional 

use of state mechanisms for a discriminatory purpose. The Commission cannot rely 

on the State Election Commission for any of its acts and must act to insure that 

elections in Hamilton County Tennessee are fair, open and legal. This is one of the 

reasons why the Election Commission has its own attorney, to advise it on the 

legalities of its actions. 

1. The recall petition is not in proper form because the petition is vague, 
lacked notice, and is orchestrated by non-residents 



28. The Election Commission is under a duty to prevent the abuse of the 

recall process.  The Commission must preserve the vote, the intent of the voter and 

prevent the abuse of the recall process.  Furthermore, the Election Commission has 

an affirmative duty to protect office holders such as Councilman Anderson, and the 

voters, from such abuse.  Moreover, the Commission cannot approve any petition 

for the purpose of initiating a recall for discriminatory purposes, i.e. removing an 

office holder from office because the office holder is black, man, woman, or gay. If 

any recall petition is clouded in a discriminatory purpose and is created as a pretext 

for the reason for the recall, as has been done in this case, the Commission has a 

duty to stop the recall from moving forward. 

29.  The recall petition states in pertinent part: “Shall Councilman Chris 

Anderson who represents the Seventh District of The City of Chattanooga be 

recalled?”  The petition not only fails to state sufficient grounds for removal, it 

fails to state any reasons at all. At a minimum, citizens seeks a recall of an elected 

official less than a year from the official’s swearing in should be required to state 

particular reasons for the recall.  Moreover, the vagueness of the petition is a clear 

indication of the recall effort’s lack of legitimate grounds to remove Councilman 

Anderson and, therefore, as alleged herein a pretext for removing Councilman 

Anderson from office because of his sexual orientation. 



30. Additionally, there was not proper notice to the citizenry of the recall 

issue being filed with the Commission. The original petition was deferred to a 

future Commission meeting, giving citizens and commissioners several weeks to 

read, research, and consider its merit. The petition approved by the Commission 

was filed a week ago and there was no official notice of the filing. Given the 

importance of the petition’s ramifications, more transparency and notice should be 

required.  

31. The recall petition is being orchestrated by persons living outside 

District 7. Charlie Wysong and his son are the principal spokesmen, funders, and 

organizers of the recall. As can be seen from Exhibit 5, Wysong was at the 

Commission office submitting the petition for recall for approval.  He has been 

involved since the inception of the recall.  He has, moreover, consistently 

commented on the recall process. See Exhibit 5. Moreover, there are nearly 20,000 

residents of District 7 and that this effort must look outward to find leaders and 

organizers casts grave doubts to its validity thereby supporting Councilman 

Anderson’s allegation that the vagueness of the petition for recall is designed to set 

up a recall to remove Anderson because he is gay. Moreover, Wysong and the 

recall have used every effort to hide the true purpose of the recall including but not 

limited to the open letter the recall issued on February 13, 2014. 



2. The Election Commission’s determination is wrong because the recall 
effort unconstitutionally uses the state and, therefore, a state sanctioned 
action to discriminate 

32. The Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution provides that no 

state “shall deprive citizens the equal protection of the laws.” U.S. Const. Amend 

14. Classifications based on sexuality are treated just as classifications based on 

sex or race. U.S. v. Windsor, 133 S. Ct. 2675 (2013). The Equal Protection clause 

applies to actions taken by the state, but that includes actions by citizens through 

ballot initiatives. Hunter v. Erikson. 393 U.S. 385 (1969). Actions that are 

discriminatory in nature cannot be upheld simply because they arose from a citizen 

initiated election or recall. Washington v. Seattle School District, 458 U.S. 457 

(1982). Even under a rational basis analysis, actions which single out 

homosexuals-even by popular election-are invalid. Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620 

(1996). Actions by private citizens done through the democratic mechanisms of the 

state receive the same scrutiny under the Equal Protection clause as if they were 

done directly by the state itself. Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79 (1986).  

Therefore, the Commission approval of the petition under the factual 

circumstances at the time of approval constitutes an unconstitutional act, approving 

a recall motivated by a discriminatory purpose. The form of the petition cannot be 

considered in a vacuum, it must be considered in the context it was brought forth to 

the Commission. 



33. The Supreme Court laid the groundwork by finding discriminatory 

citizen action unconstitutional in Hunter v. Erikson. 393 U.S. 385. A city of Akron 

initiative was ruled unconstitutional under the Fourteenth Amendment because the 

charter provision prevented the city council from passing laws banning 

discrimination without a citizen referendum. A group of citizens petitioned the 

charter provision to force any non-discrimination ordinance to be placed on the 

ballot, their proposal was placed on the ballot, and passed by a majority vote. The 

court said, “By adding [the provision] to its Charter, the City of Akron. . . not only 

suspended the operation of the existing ordinance forbidding housing 

discrimination, but also required the approval of the electors before any future 

ordinance could take effect. . . . [The provision] place[d] special burdens on racial 

minorities within the governmental process.” The court concluded, “The 

sovereignty of the people is itself subject to those constitutional limitations which 

have been duly adopted and remain unrepealed.”  

34. Basically, the court in Hunter found unconstitutional a group of citizens 

making citizens in different classifications play by different rules. Justice Powell, 

writing for the court in Crawford v. Board of Education, wrote that Hunter 

“involved more than a mere repeal of the fair housing ordinance; personas seeking 

antidiscrimination housing laws-presumptively racial minorities-were singled out 



for mandatory referendums while no other group . . . [faced] that obstacle.” 458 

U.S. 527, 535.  

35. Two years later, in Washington v. Seattle School District, the court 

clarified that Hunter stood for the proposition that “[State action that] explicitly us 

[es] the racial nature of a decision to determine the decision-making process . . . 

places special burdens on racial minorities within the governmental process, 

thereby making it more difficult for certain racial and religious minorities [than for 

other members of the community] to achieve legislation that is in their interest.” 

458 U.S. 457.  

36. That is, essentially, what Councilman Anderson alleges  is going on here 

in Chattanooga, now with the recall effort initiated against Councilman Anderson. 

The Commission was asked to make it more difficult for a group of people to get 

elected by allowing a recall a mere nine months after the general election when the 

recall is based simply on the elected official’s sexual orientation. Simply put, this 

is no different than a recall of a black elected official in the 1960s because the 

official was black. It is no different than the recall of a woman because she is 

woman, a Muslim because they are Muslim, an older elected official because they 

or old, or a Christian because they are Christian.  

37. The leaders of this recall have submitted a vaguely worded petition to 

accomplish their goal of removing an officeholder for a discriminatory purpose. 



The recall has issued an open letter to accomplish their goal of removing an 

officeholder for a discriminatory purpose. Unfortunately, the discrimination bad 

apple spoils the whole bunch. It also spoils the recall process, which if properly 

done is an important aspect of our republican form of government. It must be 

rarely used instead placing confidence in the voters at each regularly scheduled 

election. 

38. The issues being raised in this recall are is similar to the United States 

Supreme Court's reasoning in Batson v. Kentucky where the Supreme Court ruled 

that when a private attorney strikes a juror with a peremptory challenge for a 

racially motivated purpose, it is unconstitutional because the court sanctions the 

discrimination by simply allowing it to happen. The Supreme Court extended 

Batson to protect jurors from gender discrimination in J.E.B. v. Alabama, 511 U.S. 

127, 128-129. Last month, Councilman Anderson alleges the Ninth Circuit held 

that in light of recent Supreme Court rulings, gays and lesbians are now afforded 

the same protections. Smithkline Beecham Corp. v. Abbott Labratories, Slip Op. 

(Ninth Cir. Jan. 21, 2014). 

http://www.ca9.uscourts.gov/content/view.php?pk_id=0000000692.  

39. Councilman Anderson asserts he is a member of a protected class under 

the United States and Tennessee Constitutions.  By way of example, Councilman 

Anderson asserts courts have found “Gays and lesbians have been systematically 



excluded from the most important institutions of self-governance,” Judge 

Reinhardt wrote for a unanimous panel. “Strikes exercised on the basis of sexual 

orientation continue this deplorable tradition of treating gays and lesbians as 

undeserving of participation in our nation’s most cherished rites and rituals.” 

Councilman Anderson asserts that running for, holding and being elected to office 

is also a cherished ritual to which the citizens of this country hold in high regard.  

Moreover, the vote is also a cherished right and the recall in this instance uses the 

vote to remove an officeholder because he is gay. 

40. Here, Councilman Anderson alleges the Commission was asked to place 

the State’s imprimatur on a recall that is motivated purely by discrimination 

against Councilman Anderson. The simple question the Election Commission 

should have asked is whether the recall would be legitimate if it was based on 

race? If the answer to that question is no it would not, then the recall petition is 

unconstitutional. Councilman Anderson alleges that the recall was motivated by a 

discriminatory purpose, to remove Councilman Anderson from office because of 

his sexual orientation. Moreover, The Election Commission is given authority by 

state law with the duty of carrying out steps to insure that the voters of Hamilton 

County Tennessee have the opportunity to have fair and open elections. The 

Commission has taken the position that it cannot make decision regarding the 

validity or invalidity of matters that have been properly stated in questions that are 



to be on the ballot.  Such a position, if correct, does not insure that the voters have 

an open and fair election, particularly since recall elections based on the petition in 

this case may have a discriminatory purpose requiring the Commission to take 

steps to insure the recall is an open and fair process.  If the statutory scheme 

hinders this ability than it is improper as alleged herein.  

 

III. The recall statutory scheme is unconstitutionally vague and is 

against public policy.  

 
41. The recall statute and Chattanooga Charter Section 3.18 regarding 

dictates recall petitions are filed and approved by the Election Commission. See 

TCA 2-5-151. While the statute gives the Election Commission discretion, there is 

no authority guiding that discretion. See Id. Commissioners are therefor in a 

predicament where they are asked to “determine” something without knowing 

what to determine. Id. The Due Process Clause of the Constitution requires that 

laws and their consequences be sufficiently apparent to those they affect. Connally 

v. General Construction Co., 269 U.S. 385, 391 (1926). Laws that fail to do so are 

unconstitutionally vague. See Id.    

42. The statutory scheme is unconstitutionally vague. It provides the 

opportunity for voters and elected officials to be denied due process under the law 



because a single citizen can attempt a recall of a politician for any reason at any 

time. An officeholder has no notice of what conduct may or may not result in a 

recall. Moreover, there is nothing – without a court setting reasonable guidelines – 

preventing the Commission from approving recall after recall regardless of merit or 

validity or whether the recall is advanced for an unconstitutional or discriminatory 

purpose.  

43. Moreover, the current statutory scheme is unconstitutionally vague 

because it deprives voters of equal protection under the law because one citizen 

can attempt a recall of a politician for any reason at any time, giving greater 

electoral weight to one voter over another contrary to the Supreme Court decision 

in Bush v. Gore. See 531 U.S. 98 (2000). The Supreme Court stated in no uncertain 

terms that voters should be treated equally during elections. The recall statute here 

gives enormous power to those who may feel a recall is necessary.  Moreover, the 

statutory scheme for recall elections, including the approval of petitions, allows 

citizens to submit recall petitions regardless of the purpose of the recall thereby, as 

in this case, using the state to initiate recalls for any purpose including a 

discriminatory purpose as is demonstrated in the efforts to remove Councilman 

Anderson because of his sexual orientation. 

 44.  Councilman Anderson alleges that the acts of the Commission are 

unconstitutional under the Tennessee and United States Constitution and that this 



Court should declare the petition and the acts of the Commission unconstitutional 

striking down the actions of the commission and permanently enjoining the recall. 

The Commission by acting under the recall statute in the method and manner it did 

caused a recall to move forward for discriminatory purposes and in violation of the 

rights given individuals such as Councilman Anderson under the Tennessee and 

United States Constitution.  The actions of the Commission are, consequently, an 

unconstitutional deprivation of Anderson’s rights. 

Wherefore, Councilman Anderson respectfully prays this court to issue a 

declaratory judgment and injunctive relief making a determination as to: 

 (A) to the issues raised in the herein. 

 (B) that the Court declare the recall statutes and ordinances unconstitutional 

as they are impermissibly vague and allow citizen recalls for any purposes 

including discriminatory purposes prohibited by the United States and Tennessee 

Constitutions. 

(C) that the Court enjoin Wysong and the Recall Anderson organization 

from gathering signatures for the purposes of moving forward with the recall 

initiative as the recall initiative is based upon a discriminatory purpose and based 

upon a vague and ambiguous statute and City Code Ordinance of the City of 

Chattanooga. Furthermore that the Court enjoin the Election Commission from 

counting signatures or taking such other action in the furtherance of conducting a 



recall or certifying the recall of Councilman Anderson.  Councilman Anderson 

asserts that this Court has authority to grant such injunctive relief pursuant to 

Tennessee Rules of Civil Procedure 65.01, 65.03 and 65.04. Councilman Anderson 

further alleges that Under Tenn. R. Civ. P. 65.04(2), the following standards apply 

with respect to temporary injunctions: “A temporary injunction may be granted 

during the pendency of an action if it is clearly shown by verified complaint, 

affidavit or other evidence that the movant's rights are being or will be violated by 

an adverse party and the movant will suffer immediate and irreparable injury, loss 

or damage pending a final judgment in the action, or that the acts or omissions of 

the adverse party will tend to render such final judgment ineffectual. 

“Pursuant to case law, there are four factors to be considered by a trial court 

in deciding whether to issue a temporary injunction: the threat of irreparable harm, 

the balance between the harm to be prevented and the injury to be inflicted if the 

injunction issues, the probability that the applicant will succeed on the merits, and 

the public interest.” Curb Records,Inc. v. McGraw (Tenn. App., 2012) (citing 

Moody v. Hutchison, 247 S.W.3d 187, 199-200 (Tenn. Ct. App. 2007)). Anderson 

asserts that the allegations of this complaint entitle him to the temporary injunctive 

relief he is seeking in this complaint as the factual circumstances surrounding the 

allegations of the complaint demonstrate that he has been irreparably harmed by 

the actions of the defendants herein. 



 (D) that the court make a determination of the rights and responsibilities of 

the parties herein and determine whether the recall and approval of the recall 

petition is legal and valid under the laws of the State of Tennessee, the United 

States and Tennessee Constitutions and to review the actions of the Election 

Commission making a determination as to whether the commission's actions are 

legal and as to whether the Election Commission acted appropriately under 

Tennessee law, the United States and Tennessee Constitutions in approving the 

recall petition presented to it regarding the recall of Councilman Anderson and 

permitting the recall to move forward by gathering signatures in the furtherance of 

conducting a recall based upon discriminatory purposes. 

(E) That the Court declare the method and manner of approving recall 

petitions under the City Code of Chattanooga and the Tennessee Code vague, 

ambiguous and that the Court further declare that the laws as written impermissibly 

allow recalls to be certified when carrying out a discriminatory purpose as outlined 

herein thereby declaring the certification of the recall petition invalid by the 

Hamilton County Election Commission. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

(F) and, that the Court enter an order granting such other relief that it deems 

appropriate. 

 

 

 
Respectfully submitted,  
JAMES, GOINS, CARPENTER & TIDWELL 
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